
SACRED NEST 

Master Game: In the Mouth of Malevolence  

 (2 players) 
“For days I waited, till the west grew dull and the stars dimmed, and the grey turned to jade darkness edged with black. I 

heard a lamenting and saw a writhing of vines stirring among the antique trunks though the sky was pure and the vast 

reaches of everglade still. Then suddenly above the bog's far rim came the blazing edge of the sun, seen through the storm 

which was fleeting away, and in my agitated condition I invoked from some remote depth a clatter of discordant abominations 

to welcome the fiery dwelling as Azathoth hails it from the banks of the Xibalba. My ears resonated and my mind stirred as I 

led my mount slowly across the quagmire to that unvocal nest; that nest which I alone of living men had seen...” 

     -Toby Wilkerson 

Goal: Attack/defend the sacred nest. 

 

Setup: Place the Glyph of Wannok power-side up where shown. 

 

Each player drafts or brings a pre-made 12 space, 400-point Army. 

Player 1 starts in the blue starting zone and Player 2 starts in the red starting zone. 

 

Special Rules: Only Player 1 may draft the Marro Hive.  If Player 1 does not draft the Marro Hive, place it on the table  as a 

neutral army card that cannot receive order markers. 

 

Victory: Player 2 may win by destroying the Marro Hive.  Either player may win by destroying all of their opponent’s figures. 
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SACRED NEST 

In the Mouth of Malevolence (continued) 
 
“…Time ceased to exist when my feet again caressed a level surface, and I found myself in a place somewhat higher than 

the recesses of the four lesser sanctuaries now so immeasurably far above me. I could not stand, but could kneel erectly, 

and in the obscurity I shambled and slunk here and there unplanned. I soon discerned that I was in a slight channel whose 

walls were reinforced with containers of stone having crystal fronts. As in that archaic and awful place I sensed such articles 

as polished metals and glass I trembled at the possible connotations. The containers were superficially stretched along each 

side of the path at consistent intervals, and were rectangular and horizontal, repulsively like sarcophagi in shape and size. 

 

I perceived that the path was a long one, so struggled onward quickly in a clambering run that would have appeared 

upsetting had any eye gazed at me in the shadow; traversing from side to side sometimes to sense of my surroundings and 

be certain the walls and lines of caskets still extended on. Man is so accustomed to thinking visually that I nearly forgot the 

darkness and visualized the boundless corridor of bone and glass in its low-studded dreariness as though I saw it. Then in 

an instant of indefinable sensation I did see them.  Of their expressions and shapes I dare not declare in detail, for the 

meager recollection causes great pain in my mind. Grotesque beyond the imagination of a Lovecraft or a Poe, they were 

damnably human in overall outline in spite of webbed hands and feet, disgracefully wide and sagging jaws, consuming, 

hollow eyes, and other exoskeletal features I dare not elicit. 

 

Only the ominous jungle gods discern what actually occurred--what unspeakable thrashes and swarms in the dark I suffered 

or what abomination shepherded me back to animation, where I must never forget and shudder in the nocturnal gale until 

oblivion - or worse - calls me. Gruesome, perverted, swarming, were the things - too far beyond all the beliefs of man to be 

understood except in the inaudible damnable hours of the night when one cannot sleep.” 

     -Toby Wilkerson 




